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BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH—JOHANN LADISLAUS DUSSBK.

Born at Tscbaslau, Bohemia, February 9, 1761.
Died at St. Germain, near Paris, March 20, 1812.

sometimes spelled, Dusehek, was one of the most gifted

tlUSSJS the ancient languages. He finally received the bachelor’s degree in
,

* Prague. During this time, however, he had educated himself in music to the extent

Amsterdam! - similar posHMn a!

ii-

“ Hamburg, who received him kindly, and shortly after, he appeared

Tulh
mi-tmso. He later visited Paris and Italy, in the former place pla/iL forMane Antoinette. On account of the Revolution he fled to London where he founded a mLifal°Dub

itSfmspR fi

and involved him deeply in debt. He returned to Germany, attach-
of Prussia, and after his death to Prince Isenburg andfinally became concert-master to Prince Tallyraud.

®

Dussek is famous as being one of the first who produced a “singing” tone from the piano. He had around, lull tone, and his playing was very effective on this account. His music is in the style of Mozart’s
epodi, and it bas been asserted by some critics to be in advance of that of either Haydn or Mozart. Thisshows at least that he was an important personality in his art. Mendelssohn said that he was prodio-al
with his talents, and might have occupied a much higher place than he did. His personal character was
affable and lovable, free from jealousy. He wrote a large number of compositions, Concertos, Trios
Fugues, Sonatas, Variations, etc. His chamber music possessed great merit.

^

POEM AND STRUCTURE.—By musical form, we mean the order in which the different parts or ideas
of a composition are arranged. Form is to music what architecture is to

building, as we will elsewhere have occasion to state. Young pupils taking these foiiipositions may derive
a great deal of benefit from the formal structure of the compositions they study. The matter is not espe-
cially difficult if sufficiently simple illustrations are given, and the proper time to begin the study of form is
when taking up easy compositions, because when the large, involved and highly complex works of the great
masters are studied, their formal structure will not he so ea.sy to comprehend, unless the student" bas
had some experience and training on easier things. Sloreover, bv analvzing these pieces the pupil is col-
lecting, gradually, a library of music containing illustrations to which he can turn for examples of all
kinds of form structures when he takes up the serious study of this branch of art.

The study of form is generally neglected until after the student has finished harmony and counter-
point. This was the old method, and was based upon the assumption that everyone who studied form did
so with the iuteutimi of creating musical forms for himself; but this is not a sufficient reason for neglect-
ing the comprehension of these forms at the beginning, and with such pieces as illustrate them clairly.

The form of this piece is 'what is called three-part song form. The three parts in this piece are
very dearly set off to the eye. The first part consists of the first eight measures, ending with the double
bar at the end of the first staff. The second part consists of the next eight measures, and the third part
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consists of the final eight measures. If the student will compare the first eight measures of the Minuet
with the final eight measures {not including the variation; which we shall explain presently), he wdli find
that the first and third parts are exactly alike. This is the characteristic of three-part song form. It
has three separate strains or periods of which thefirst and third are alike, or at least, very similar. As
just stated, in this piece they are exactly alike. They may be found in some pieces to bear only a sim-
ilarity, and, usually, in the higher classes of music, the third part is at least much elaborated over what
the first part is. We think this is a good time to say that later compositions will show how the dimensions
and relationships of these three different parts can vary, but this is a good piece from w’^hich to get an
idea of the fundamental principles underlying the three-part song form. The pupil w’in notice that the
middle part is’ quite different in every way from the other two parts, and occurs between them in such a
way that it forms a sort of connecting idea, or rather a digression from the first idea to which it again
returns.

We now take up the Variation. The word “variation” means, in music, a tune or theme repeated
^ith changp, elaborations, embellishments, etc. This is only a very general, dictionary definition. W,e
shall examine this subject much more carefully later. The only thing we wish to call attention to now
IS, that the Variation is a repetition of the Minuet, but not a literal repetition of it. It is, as our defini-
tion says, embellished, and a comparison of the Minuet with the Variation (which is also a part of the
Minuet), measure for measure, will show how the variations are effected. What w'e are mostly interested
in at present is, the form of the Variation. It is precisely the same as that of the Minuet itself, because
it is an elaborate repetition of the Minuet, so that the form of the piece is complete in the first twentv-four
measures and is only repeated in the second twenty-four.

POETICAL IDEA.—A minuet is a dance in 3/4 measure. The tempo of the minuet is moderate, much
.

rapid than that of the waltz, which has the same measure siirnature Theminuet was a popular court dance in France in the eighteenth century. The minuet has from time to timesomewhat changed its form, but, in common with all other dance music, may be found to have individualtreatment by different composers. The word itself is taken from the French word' “menu,” on accountof the smallne^ss of the steps of the dance. From the minuet, Beethoven developed the “scherzo,” whichmust be regarded as an idealization of this dance.
’ "

HOW TO STUDY.—The pupil must take this piece up according to the following plan: Play the first
measure by itself, then the second right hand measure by itself thenthe two measures together. Next, play the two left hand measures. Then combine the two hands andtake up the next two measures working them out for each hand alone and in combination the same way

cnr .
•

through the piece. While you are making this detailed study of the piece observe mostconscientiously all slurs, staccato marks, accents, rests, finger marks etc Fin/ll,
“

It ’
. I I

as written, in order to get the connection between all the different parts ' becaus-^^TOii nnvone or two measures when they are taken out and played by themselves’ and nt/he ^ i*^measures in connection with other measures.
memseives, and not be able to play these

_

At the beginning of each of the staffs of this piece, directly after the clef ...in nee..
This indicates that every time the- letter affected by this sham is met with in tif

tonnd a sharp,

sharp instead of natural. The sharp stands on the top line of the treble staff ^ Played

thejiass staff. Consequently, the letter affected is F. This .hows thiV“pre L" wit
“
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MINUET
Edited and Annotated by Frederic Lillebridge.
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